"A" PERIMETER ZONE

Centered In Full Sheet
Quarter Of Full Sheet

Centered In Full Sheet

6" O.C. (15 cm)

Steel Deck Direction

5" (13 cm)

74" Rolls W/ 5" Field Laps. Custom Fabricated or Field Assembled

5" (13 cm)

6" (15 cm)

1-1/2" (4 cm) Field Weld

1-1/2" (4 cm) Field Weld

MAGNUM-PLUS PLATE & FASTENER AT 12" O.C. (30 cm)

MAGNUM-PLUS PLATE & FASTENER AT 12" O.C. (30 cm)

NOTE: DIMENSION "A" EQUALS 10% OF ROOF WIDTH OR 40% OF BUILDING HEIGHT; WHICH EVER IS LESS, WITH A MINIMUM OF 4 FT. (1.2 M)

GENERAL REFERENCE: "FTR GS 02/13"

APPLICABLE SYSTEMS: "FTR MA 02/13"

CLASS 1-90 ATTACHMENT
74 IN. (1.9 M) ROLLS W/ STRIP IN PERIMETER
68 IN. x 12 IN. O.C. & 34.5 IN. x 12 IN. O.C.
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ISSUE DATE 02-10-14

DRAWING NUMBER F74-RG90b